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ABSTRACT
Customer defection or "churn" rate is critically important since it leads to serious business loss. Therefore,
many telecommunication companies and operators have increased their concern about churn management and
investigated statistical and data mining based approaches which can help in identifying customer churn. In this
paper, a churn prediction framework is proposed aiming at enhancing the predictability of churning customers.
The framework is based on combining two heuristic approaches; Fast Fuzzy C-Means (FFCM) and Genetic
Programming (GP). Considering the fact that GP suffers three different major problems: sensitivity towards
outliers, variable results on various runs, and resource expensive training process, FFCM was first used to
cluster the data set and exclude outliers, representing abnormal customers’ behaviors, to reduce the GP
possible sensitivity towards outliers and training resources. After that, GP is applied to develop a classification
tree. For the purpose of this work, a data set was provided by a major Jordanian telecommunication mobile
operator.
Keywords: Churn Prediction; Fuzzy Clustering; Genetic Programming

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, presence of multiple service providers in the mobile telecommunication industry creates an intensive
competitive environment for acquiring customers. Given a mobile subscriptions rate of 140%, Jordan poses the
first place in the region in mobile penetration1. By shrinking the technology gap between mobile operators,
customers have become the most valuable asset of each company; therefore, it became absolutely important for
each operator to keep their customers; however, it is possible for a customer to have more than one subscription
with single, or different, service providers concurrently. Customers may choose to have different subscriptions
with the same service provider, different providers, or even switch/churn completely to another. Churn is the
case when customers leave the service provider and cancel their subscriptions. Due to the importance of
predicting churning customers, many researchers tackled the churn issue generally and addressed the importance
of the issue in the telecommunication sector [5, 6, 14, 20, 21, 25, 30]. Basically, service providers are concerned
in predicting when a churn might happen so that Customer Relationship Management (CRM) division can
suggest activities intending to maximize the lifetime of a customer (e.g. acquisition, follow-up, retention, etc.) .
Detecting a churn by observation is almost impossible; therefore, service providers try to utilize artificial
intelligence techniques hoping for better pre-churn prediction information feed for the CRM department [4].
Among the various techniques used for predicting customer churn [11, 18, 24, 27, 29, 30] Genetic Programming
(GP) was not investigated. Given the problem described in this paper, we believe that GP features can
significantly contribute to a better churn prediction. However, GP like any other evolutionary method (e.g.
Genetic Algorithms, Swarm Intelligence, etc.) is sensitive to the initial steps, where encoding genes used in the

1 http://www.itu.int/net4/itu-d/icteye/
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GP may contribute towards effectiveness, and therefore a method has to be used to assure good initialization (i.e.
Fast Fuzzy C-Means).
Fast Fuzzy C-Means (FFCM) represents an unsupervised clustering technique that aims at shaping clusters and
finding representatives for each (i.e. Centroids) efficiently, if compared to the traditional Fuzzy C-Means (FCM),
and effectively [3]. The basic idea is that FFCM reduces the number of calculations within consecutive iterations
by disclosing centroid calculations to the nearest neighbors appearing within a threshold area. One important
feature of FFCM, differently from other statistical clustering methods, is that centroid calculations are not
affected with the dataset outliers filtered by a certain membership threshold [3], and thus centroids are more
representative to their neighbors.
In this paper we propose a framework for predicting customer churn in telecommunication companies. The
framework is based on combining FFCM and GP as a hybrid churn prediction technique. FFCM is used to
perform data refinement by eliminating outliers representing odd customer behaviors. After that, GP is applied
to develop the final prediction model. The approach was later evaluated using different criterion and compared
to other state of the art classification techniques.
This paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we review some machine learning and hybrid
approaches applied for predicting customer churn in telecommunication companies. The proposed framework is
described and illustrated in section 3. Section 4 describes the dataset used in our work. Evaluation method is
described in Section 5. In section 6 experimental results and their analysis are discussed. After that we conclude
in section 7.
2.0 RELATED WORK
Heuristic methods (Alternatively called approximating techniques) are optimization techniques used in problem
solving, by reaching an effective solution efficiently [18]. In churn analysis, they are applied to find the churn
prediction for a customer, or a set of customers. Among various approaches used in literature for predicting
churners [12,24,27,29] heuristic based techniques are gaining more focus due to their ability of finding nearly
optimal solutions with low time complexity [18]. In [12], for example, Neural Network (NN) based approach
that estimates the possibility of churn based on customer complaints was examined. Compared to a Bayesian
framework-based Neural Network (NN-BN), NN-BN was better. On the other hand, predicting non-churning
customers was highly accurate by linear regression. After all, regression trees were the best among the all four
methods (i.e. NN, NN-BN, Linear Regression, and Regression Trees). In [26] the use of NN based on Genetic
Algorithms in predicting churn was investigated. In a nutshell, cellular service data was analyzed using a genetic
algorithm based NN resulting in a better prediction than the z-score statistical model. Another attempt is [29]
where authors investigated Support Vector Machine (SVM) for churn prediction. Their dataset contained
different categories of input variables including: customers’ demographic data, quality of service, and
marketing-related options. Unfortunately, these features were unavailable in our dataset due to the company
policy. Authors compared their results with other different algorithms including: NN, Decision Trees and Naive
Bayes showing outstanding accuracy for SVM compared to other methods.
Fast Fuzzy C-Means (FFCM) was first proposed by [3]. The algorithm extends Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), i.e. a
state of the art fuzzy clustering algorithm. Basically, FCM is an iterative clustering technique that calculates a
fuzzy membership score for each data point with respect to a centroid (i.e. cluster center). At first, centroids are
calculated after data points are randomly assigned a cluster. After that, membership between points and
centroids is measured, and points are assigned to the nearest centroid again. The process continues until
centroids stop changing significantly. As FCM centroids are calculated from the data points assigned to their
clusters, memberships will be measured for all data points at every iteration. Fast Fuzzy C-Means, however,
reduces the number of calculations and measures more accurate centroids by setting a membership threshold
where all points with stronger membership scores will be included in centroid calculations, while others will be
ignored. Membership threshold is usually set empirically. Even though FFCM was studied solely for reducing
data dimensionality and applied in different other domains (i.e. [2]), to the best of our knowledge it was never
been used in a hybrid approach, or applied in any churn prediction related topics.
Genetic Programming (GP) is a domain independent evolutionary algorithm, inspired by the biological
evolution theories, which automatically creates computer programs [16, 17, 31]. GP has some advantages when
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used to model complex problems including: flexibility, automatic feature selection, and interpretability [9, 15]
and therefore GP has been applied and investigated in a wide range of complex problems in both business and
finance domains among others. Some of these applications can be found in [8, 10, 11, 19, 23]. In this work, GP
uses data provided by FFCM to build churn prediction model.
Applying hybrid approaches to the problem of Churn prediction gives some insights regarding this methodology.
An approach is considered hybrid when it applies more than one approach sequentially. Theoretically, hybrid
approaches can overcome some of the weaknesses or disadvantages of a single approach. Tsai and Lu, 2009,
applied a hybrid approach that consists of both a Neural Network and Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) aiming to
remove the outliers and perform data reduction. The results nominate a SOM-based hybrid approach in terms of
better performance. Also a hybrid approach, using K-means and Neural Networks for data cleaning before
applying the Genetic Programming algorithm, showed better results comparing to the standard Genetic
Programing approach [24]. Moreover, [13] used K-means and Neural Network for customer’s segmentation into
number of clusters. Afterwards they created a decision tree model for every cluster. The results illustrate more
accuracy for the segment-based model over the full database-based model. This work differs in that the
combination of both FFCM then GP has never been examined to the best of our knowledge
3.0 PROPOSED CHURN MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
The model development method proposed in this research is based on using FFCM clustering with GP in two
stages. Figure 1 represents the proposed framework. In the first stage, data reduction is performed by applying
FFCM clustering algorithm on the selected training data set. This process will split the training data set into a
number of smaller sets (clusters). Clusters which contain only churners or non-churners are selected to form a
new training data set. While other clusters that could not separate churners and non-churners are excluded. As
GP suffers different major problems (i.e. sensitivity towards outliers, variable results on various runs, and
resource expensive training process, among others) FFCM was first used to cluster the data set and exclude
outliers, representing abnormal customers’ behaviors, to reduce sensitivity towards outliers and training
resources. FFCM was selected due to its constant results on different runs, and its insensitivity towards outliers.
In the second stage, GP is applied on the joined clustered resulted from stage one. Consequently, GP starts its
evolutionary cycle and develops the final classification model. Finally, the developed GP model is assisted using
multi-fold cross validation.

Fig. 1: Customer churn prediction framework
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4.0 DATASET DESCRIPTION
Data used in this research was provided by a major cellular telecommunication company in Jordan. The dataset
contains 11 attributes of randomly selected 14,573 customers subscribed to a prepaid service for a time interval
of three months. The attributes cover outgoing/incoming calls statistics. Customers included in the dataset were
annotated as churners or active. The total number of churners is 834 (i.e. 5.72% of total customers). The
attributes in the dataset, along with their descriptions, are listed in Table 1. It is important to mention that
attributes were normalized to eliminate the influence of larger values within different attribute scales.
Table 1. Dataset attributes and their descriptions
Attribute name
3G
Total Consumption
Calling fees
Local SMS fees
Int’l SMS fees
Int’l calling fees
Local SMS count
Int’l SMS count
Int’l MOU
Total MOU
On net MOU
Churn

Description
Subscriber is provided with 3G service (Yes, No)
Total monthly fees(calling +SMS) in (JD)
Total monthly calling fees (JD)
Monthly local SMS fees(JD)
Monthly fees for international SMS(JD)
Monthly fees for international calling (JD)
Number of monthly local SMS
Number of monthly international SMS
Total of international outgoing calls in minutes
Total minutes of use for all outgoing calls
Minutes of use for on-net-outgoing calls
Churning customer status (Yes, No)

5.0 EVALUATION MEASURES
In order to evaluate the developed model, we refer to the confusion matrix shown in Table 2 which is the
primary source for accuracy estimation in classification problems. Based on this confusion matrix, the four
different criterion used are listed in Table 3. Accuracy identifies the percentage of the total number of
predictions that were correctly classified where actual churners rate shows the percentage of predicted churn in
actual churn. The hit rate shows the percentage of predicted churn in actual churn and actual non-churn. Finally,
lift coefficient shows the precision of model where CP represents the real churn percentage in the data set. The
higher the lift is, the more accurate the model is [28].
Table 2. Confusion matrix

Predicted non-churners
Predicted churners

Actual
non-churners
Churners
A
B
C
D

Table 3. Evaluation methods
Accuracy
Actual Churners
Rate
Hit Rate
Lift Coefficient
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6.0 EXPERIMENTS SETUP AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
Before applying FFCM to cluster the training subsets, the number of clusters has to be determined. To find the
optimal number, different FFCM sizes were applied on all the dataset (i.e. 4, 9, 16 and 25). Even though FFCM
approximately isolated all churning cases in a single cluster at every run, non-churning cases were mostly
distributed over other clusters, especially when number of clusters is high, therefore, it was found that FFCM
with the size of 4 was is the best in identifying two clusters with the highest rates of churners and non-churners.
Hereafter, FFCM was configured to cluster data into 4 clusters in our experiments. In order to give a better
indication of how well the developed classification model will perform when it is asked to classify new data, a
cross validation with five folds is applied.
In this work, GP will develop a classification model in order to fit the given data set and minimizes the error
with respect to the actual value. The final developed model as a result is a computer program created by the GP
evolutionary cycle which takes the values of the independent customer variables as input and produces the
values of the dependent variables as output which represents the class value (i.e. churn or not churn). The setup
of the GP parameters is shown in table 4. By this process the individual programs evolve and have better fitness
(reduced MSE) values by time.
Table 4. GP parameters
Parameter
Mutation probability
Population size
Maximum generations
Selection mechanism
Operators
Max Tree Depth
Max Tree Length
Elites

Value
15%
1000
100
Tournament selector
+,-,*,/,AND,OR,NOT, IF THEN ELSE
10
50
1

Fitness (Mean-Squared Error)

In the initialization step, GP algorithm starts by creating a predetermined number of individuals which form a
population where each individual represents a computer program representing a classification model for
customers. The model returns 0 or 1 if the customer is an active or a churn, respectively. Individuals can be
viewed as symbolic tree structures which are graphical representations of their equivalent S-expressions in LISP
programming language [1]. GP symbolic trees can be defined by a Terminal set T and a function set F. T set
contains variables and constants. The set F typically contains arithmetic operators such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division; also it could contain other non-linear functions as well as logical operator for the
case of GP classification trees.
Next, fitness is evaluated for each individual. In this work, we use mean squared error (MSE) for evaluating all
individuals. Then, a number of individuals are selected to reproduce new individuals and form new generation.
There are different techniques to perform this selection listed in [22] from which we used tournament selection
where k individuals are selected randomly, and then the fittest one is chosen for reproduction. In the
reproduction step new individuals are created using reproduction operators, replacing old generations. In general,
this process makes small random changes to the construction of the individuals. At first, Crossover produces
two new individuals (children) by selecting a random sub-tree in each of the two parents and swapping the
resultant sub-trees. The new individuals form a new generation or offspring. Then, Mutation is applied on a
single GP individual where a random node is selected in the tree of the individual and then the sub-tree under
this node is replaced by a new randomly generated sub-tree. Finally, Elitism selects one or more individuals with
high fitness values and copies them to the next generation without any modification. The previously described
process iterates until a termination condition is met (i.e. when it finds an individual with the required fitness
value, or when the maximum number of iterations set by the user is reached).
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In order to validate the effectiveness of the classification model, a five-fold cross validation is applied. Training
and testing subsets were loaded into Heuristiclab 2 framework then a symbolic regression via GP was applied
with parameters set as shown in Table 4. The best generated GP model tree was evaluated and then compared
with the results obtained from basic GP without SOM, k-Nearest Neighbor (IBK), Naïve Bayes (NB), Random
Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and GP combined with SOM for clustering as used in [27].
Comparison results for individual measures are shown in Fig. 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) respectively.
Figure 2 (a) shows that FFCM+GP approach is better than the basic GP and NB algorithms, while being
comparable to IBK, RF, and SOM+GP. Using FFCM to eliminate the outliers enhanced the accuracy of GP by
slightly over 9 points (13% accuracy enhancement). Further, it can be noticed that even though IBK and RF
outperformed SOM+GP in accuracy, they absolutely failed in predicting churners with 3% and 1.5%
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Additionally, FFCM+GP achieved outstanding performance in hit rate and
lift coefficient, with approximately 20% improvement over the second best performing method (i.e. SOM+GP in
both cases) as shown in Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) respectively. From Fig. 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d) it can be concluded that
FFCM + GP is the best predictor of churners if compared to any other classification method. Therefore, the
accuracy figure (i.e. Fig. 2(a)) explains that other methods (i.e. IBK and RF) achieved better accuracy because
they have predicted better percentages of non-churners, otherwise they would have achieved better percentages
in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, it can be safely concluded that FFCM + GP model significantly outperformed the
SOM+GP model and the other approaches.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 2. A comparison between kNN (IBK), Naïve Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Basic
GP, Self-Organizing Map followed by GP (SOM+GP), and the proposed method (FFCM + GP) in terms of: (a) Accuracy,
(b) Actual Churner’s Rate, (c) Hit Rate, and (d) Lift Coefficient

2

HeuristicLab is a framework for heuristic and evolutionary algorithms that is developed by members of the Heuristic and Evolutionary
Algorithms Laboratory (HEAL), http://dev.heuristiclab.com
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigated the application of a churn prediction approach combining Fast Fuzzy CMeans (FFCM) and Genetic programming (GP) for predicting possible churners in a Jordanian cellular
telecommunication network. FFCM was used to eliminate outliers which correspond to unrepresentative
customers’ data, while GP was used to develop a final churn prediction model. Performance was evaluated
using different criterion and compared with other state of the art classification methods. It was found that
the FFCM with GP outperformed all other methods, and proved promising, yet better, capability in
predicting possible churns.
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